News 2017
Meet the beauty of water.

Experience water
like never before.
Today, more than ever before, the bathroom and kitchen are places where life
takes place. They are places where we can withdraw and let go, relax and find
new energy, spend precious time alone or with the family.
That is why hansgrohe is constantly developing trailblazing solutions that ensure
our encounters with water are fabulous and memorable experiences, every
day anew. Explore this brochure and find the latest hansgrohe innovations that
reinvent our handling of water with design and technology, and above all make
sure of one thing in daily life:
Meet the beauty of water.
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The architecture
of pure relaxation:
®
Rainmaker Select
and RainSelect.
Discover two new points of attraction for any bathroom.
Thanks to their linear design in glass and chrome,
Rainmaker Select and RainSelect make showering a firstclass, relaxing experience.

Switch over
to maximum comfort.
With RainSelect, showering pleasure can now be controlled with
complete ease and just one product. Its generously-sized, intuitivelyoperated buttons blend harmoniously into the horizontal design that
skilfully echoes the linear forms of modern architecture. The RainSelect
shower control owes its minimalism to the slender silhouette which,
with its understated installation height, integrates perfectly in the wall,
while the use of metal and glass provide the optimum balance in the
shower area.

On/off control is easy and intuitive thanks
to the generous buttons (70 x 70 mm).

The metal frame with the expressive contour underscores
the horizontal alignment of the RainSelect.
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Showers | RainSelect

Control for the amount
of water

Control for the water temperature

You have the choice of three difference finishes:
white (glass), chrome (metal) and black (glass).

Integrated shower holder and water connection
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Showers | RainSelect

The integrated Select technology allows the shower and
shower spray to be selected using the buttons.

The hand shower finds its home on the RainSelect via the metal shower holder
with integrated water connection.
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The reason
why showering
takes longer.
The generous buttons on the RainSelect guarantee excellent
ease of use, effectively making it the "switchboard" for relaxed
showering pleasure.

For the shower:

Select the shower control to individually match your chosen
shower system.

For the bath:

The water volume is controlled by the left handle.
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Rainmaker Select/RainSelect
®

With 2 buttons
For hand shower and overhead shower with 1 spray type

With 3 buttons
For hand shower and overhead shower with 2 spray types

Rainmaker ® Select 460 1jet Overhead shower
# 24003, -400, -600 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24013, -400 EcoSmart
# 24002, -400, -600 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24012, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Rainmaker ® Select 460 2jet Overhead shower
# 24005, -400, -600 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24015, -400 EcoSmart
# 24004, -400, -600 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24014, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

RainSelect with 2 buttons
# 15355, -000, -400, -600
Basic set for concealed installation
# 15310180

RainSelect with 3 buttons
# 15356, -000, -400, -600
Basic set for concealed installation
# 15311180
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With 4 buttons
For hand shower and overhead shower with 3 spray types

With 5 buttons
For hand shower and overhead shower with 3 spray types
and side showers

Rainmaker ® Select 460 3jet Overhead shower
# 24007, -400, -600 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24017, -400 EcoSmart
# 24006, -400, -600 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24016, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Rainmaker ® Select 580 3jet
Overhead shower
# 24001, -400, -600
# 24011, -400 EcoSmart

RainSelect with 4 buttons
# 15357, -000, -400, -600
Basic set for concealed installation
# 15312180

RainSelect with 5 buttons
# 15358, -000, -400, -600
Basic set for concealed installation
# 15313180
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Raindance® Select 100 Air 1jet
Body shower
# 28477, -000
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The perfect shower.
Fair and square:
®
Raindance E.
Showering pleasure now has a new shape:
the Raindance E overhead shower appeals for its terrific
water performance. With its highly striking linear design
it's square shape will be the eye-catcher in any modern
bathroom interior.

Find relaxation in all
four corners.
With its puristic design and excellent materiality of the stylish
chrome finish, the Raindance E radiates an exclusive aesthetic
that is without equal. Its generous, level surfaces offer the
perfect options for combining with the new Metropol mixer line
and the ShowerSelect finish sets.

The square design with its level
surfaces creates a modern effect.

Up close: The nozzles are arranged closer together
around the centre to create an intense jet for washing
out shampoo.

Relaxed: The more widely spaced nubs with their gentle
jet ensure a relaxing shower experience.
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Showers | Raindance® E

The clear shape is the perfect match for the new Metropol mixer line.

As a flush-ceiling version with a spray face of 400 x 400 mm,
the overhead shower blends harmoniously with the ceiling.

Showers | Raindance® E

A clear statement
for function.
The Raindance E Showerpipe appeals not only for the impressive overhead shower, but also for
its functionality. So the thermostat with the scratchproof glass cover at up to 600 mm becomes
a roomy shelf for body wash, shampoo and so on, while the exclusively made shower holder
that is integrated in the rail is height-adjustable and tilts to provide the exact level of comfort
the user wants in the shower.

Temperature and quantity control.

Height-adjustable shower holder.
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®

Raindance E
Overhead showers
for wall installation

for ceiling installation

Raindance ® E 300 Air 1jet
Overhead shower 300 x 300 mm with shower arm
# 26238, -000
# 26239, -000 EcoSmart

Raindance E 300 Air 1jet
Overhead shower 300 x 300 mm with ceiling connection
# 26250, -000
# 26251, -000 EcoSmart

®

for ceiling-integrated installation

Raindance ® E 400 Air 1jet
Overhead shower 400 x 400 mm
# 26252, -000
# 26253, -000 EcoSmart
# 26254180 basic set

Thermostats

ShowerTablet ® 350
Shower thermostat
# 13102, -000, -400

ShowerTablet ® 600
Shower thermostat, for 2 functions
# 13108, -000, -400
# 13129180 basic set required

ShowerTablet ® 350
Bath thermostat
# 13107, -000, -400

ShowerTablet ® 600
Bath thermostat, for 2 functions
# 13109, -000, -400
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Showerpipes

Raindance ® E 300 1jet 350 ST
Showerpipe
# 27361, -000
# 27362, -000 EcoSmart

Raindance ® E 300 1jet 600 ST
Showerpipe
# 27363, -000
# 27364, -000 EcoSmart
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The audiences
favourite with
a new look –
®
Croma 280.
Is it possible to improve a genuine recipe for success?
It is. The new Croma 280 manages to put even
its popular predecessors in the shade. Thanks to its
redesigned size and materials, the absolute favourite
in the bathroom is now even bigger and offers highly
beneficial showering pleasure for everyone.

Everyday favourite.
The precise shapes and clear lines of the new Croma
make it easy to fall in love again with the bathroom –
every day anew. Air technology makes every shower
a pampering session for the skin.

The spray face with a diameter of 280 mm
provides XXL showering pleasure.

The integrated RainAir technology makes the
shower spray even more gentle.

Thanks to QuickClean technology, the spray jets remain perfectly
in shape, while limescale is simply rubbed of.

The hand shower with the Isiflex
shower hose offers just the right
amount of flexibility.

The spray face is removable, which
makes cleaning the entire overhead
shower quick and easy.

The angle of the swivelling overhead
shower is adjustable, so every shower
can be enjoyed individually. Also ideal
for small shower areas.

Ecostat Comfort thermostat included
for a consistent water temperature.
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Showers | Croma® 280
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®

Croma 280

Croma ® Select 280 Air 1jet Showerpipe
# 26790, -000
# 26794, -000 EcoSmart

Croma ® Select 280 Air 1jet Showerpipe
with single lever mixer
# 26791, -000
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Croma ® Select 280 Air 1jet Showerpipe bath
# 26792, -000

Croma ® Select 280 Air 1jet Showerpipe Reno
# 26793, -000
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The new all-rounder
in the bathroom –
®
Unica Comfort.
The Unica Comfort is the first shower in the hansgrohe
range that quite literally provides support. All of the
products in the line feature TÜV-tested grab handles.
Which not only provides more safety and comfort,
but also creates a tidy elegance in the bathroom.

An all-round good feeling.
We all have different requirements. Which is why we
designed the Unica Comfort to adapt with complete
individuality. It is designed for left- and right-handed
users, and with its grab handle and foot support
provides the optimum comfort.

Furthermore, with the high-quality chrome rail,
removable shelf and additional shower holders,
the Unica grab handle has a tensile strength of
up to 200 kg to provide safe, TÜV-tested support.

The Unica foot support is an accessory with a non-slip
coating that offers additional safety in the daily shower
or when shaving your legs.
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®

Unica Comfort
Shower sets

Raindance ® Select S 120 /
®
Unica Comfort shower set 1.10 m, left
# 26324, -000, -400
# 26325, -000, -400 EcoSmart

Raindance ® Select S 120 /
®
Unica Comfort shower set 1.10 m, right
# 26326, -000, -400
# 26327, -000, -400 EcoSmart

Comfort grab handle
# 26328, -400

Comfort foot support
# 26329, -000
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Welcome a new
personality into
your bathroom –
®
Metropol .
Clarity is redefined with the new Metropol mixer
line by hansgrohe. With its geometric lines, it puts
on a memorable charismatic performance in any
modern bathroom.

Everything points
towards character
here.
With its precise yet appealing design, the Metropol
mixer line is the foundation of high-quality bathroom
design. Its stylish silhouette that utilises elegant
geometric shapes creates an expressive appearance
in any bathroom, at the washbasin, in the shower
and in the bath.

Unmistakeable geometric
profile with an open swing.

The square contours create
delicate light reflections.
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Bathroom mixers | Metropol ®

The cubic basic set radiates
a modern exclusivity.

The parallel lines of the handle and
spout are harmoniously matched to
each other.

Expansive areas create
a top-quality appearance.

The rectangular rosette is the
consistent continuation of the design.

Along with the bath, the free-standing Metropol
mixer makes a modern design statement.

Functional and architectural elements unite in the Metropol mixers
expressive character.
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ComfortZone
Single lever basin mixer 100, 110 and 260 and freestanding basin mixer

Single lever basin mixer wall version
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Bathroom mixers | Metropol ®

Space at
its finest.
The hansgrohe ComfortZone defines the usable space between washbasin
and mixer. With the Metropol mixer lines in four different heights, you can
define your own individual space for washing your hands. The new floorstanding Metropol washbasin mixer is probably the finest combination
of the highest comfort and excellent looks.

With the design 100, you can choose from two spout
lengths, with the optimum extension into the washbasin
giving you additional comfort.

Single lever basin mixer 260

Spout length 160 mm
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Spout length 190 mm

Design freedom at
the washbasin.
Offering elegance, delicacy or minimalism,
the Metropol washbasin mixers with three
aesthetic handle options provide the perfect
freedom for your personal style.
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Bathroom mixers | Metropol ®

The linearity of the lever
handle elegantly continues
the simple design.

The filigree Loop handle
radiates lightness, while its
shape simplifies its use.

The Select handle combines
minimalist design with intuitive
handling.

Select handle
The water flow starts and stops at the touch of a button.

The desired temperature is set by turning.
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Design is
a language
that is best
spoken
fluently.
Metropol shower and bath mixers for a stylish overall
ambience. With its shower and bath mixers, the Metropol
line creates a stylish overall ambience that will transform
any modern bathroom into a place of exceptional character.

Eye-catching into
the shower.
The eye-catching cubist
design of the Metropol with
its precise, stylish contours
is continued in the shower.
The concealed mixers are
available with two handle
options that blend perfectly
with the individual ambience.
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Bathroom mixers | Metropol ®

Modern shape
for any bath.
Whether as a floorstanding mixer for
free-standing baths or
the wall-hanging version,
Metropol bath mixers
delight for their modern
expressiveness.
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Metropol

®

Basin / bidet

Metropol ® 100
Single lever basin mixer
spout length 160 mm
with lever handle
# 32500, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74500, -000

Metropol 100
Single lever basin mixer,
spout length 190 mm
with lever handle
# 32502, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74502, -000
with Select handle (not shown)
# 32570, -000
with CoolStart (not shown)
# 32503, -000

®

Metropol ® 110
Single lever basin mixer,
with lever handle
# 32507, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74507, -000
with Select handle (not shown)
# 32571, -000

Metropol ® 260
Single lever basin mixer
Highriser with lever handle
# 32512, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74512, -000
Select (not shown)
# 32572, -000

Metropol ®
Basin mixer
with swivel spout
with lever handle
# 32511, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74511, -000

Metropol 110
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 32514, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74514, -000

Metropol ® 160
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 32515, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74515, -000

Metropol
Basin mixer
freestanding with lever handle
# 32530, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74530, -000

Metropol ®
Single lever basin mixer,
spout length 225 mm
wall mounted with lever handle
# 32526, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74526, -000

Metropol
Single lever bidet mixer
with lever handle
# 32520, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74520, -000

Metropol ®
Single lever shower mixer
with lever handle
exposed fitting
# 32560, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74560, -000

Metropol
Single lever shower mixer
with lever handle
concealed installation
# 32565, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74565, -000

®

®

Shower
®
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®

®
Metropol 165
Single lever basin mixer,
spout length 165 mm
wall-mounted with lever handle
# 32525, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74525, -000

Bath

Metropol ®
Bath mixer
freestanding with lever handle
# 32532, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74532, -000

Metropol
Single lever bath mixer
with lever handle
exposed fitting
# 32540, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74540, -000

®

Metropol ®
Bath mixer
with lever handle
concealed installation
# 32545, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74545, -000

Metropol ®
Bath spout
concealed installation
# 32542, -000

Metropol ®
Bath spout wide
concealed installation
# 32543, -000

Metropol
Bath mixer
freestanding, without handle
# 32531, -000

Metropol ®
3-hole bath mixer
with lever handle
# 32550, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74550, -000

Metropol
4-hole bath mixer
with lever handle
# 32552, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74552, -000

®

Metropol
2-hole bath mixer
with lever handle
# 32548, -000
with Loop handle (not shown)
# 74548, -000

Handles
Elegance you can touch: with three different handle versions, Metropol offers you
a design freedom that meets your expectations.

Lever handle

Loop handle

Select handle
41

®

®
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The stylish way
to feel good:
®
Metropol Classic.
Elegance has its own design language, and we have
translated it for the bathroom: with the new Metropol
Classic mixer line.

The artistic presentation
of water.
The clean, classically inspired design and distinctive curves of
these fittings ensures that Metropol Classic makes the perfect
statement in any stylish interior. Just like a carefully chosen
accessory, these fittings enhance washbasins, showers and
bathtubs without being too overpowering.

The immaculate design and curves of the water outlet create
aesthetic dynamics.
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Badarmaturen | Metropol ® Classic

Shiny chrome surfaces are
accentuated with fine
gold-effect details

The luxurious plinth is the platform for the
precise contours and balanced surfaces of
the elegant body.

The perfectly cross handle
combines elegance and ergonomics.

The gently rounded lever handle
creates harmonious design.

The minimalistic Zero handle appeals
for its clear lines.
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Aesthetics for
your washbasin.
Thanks to their exceptional design, Metropol Classic washbasin
mixers will blend perfectly with your stylish bathroom. To achieve
the required ease of use, the range includes a selection of different
tap heads and various heights of water outlet. You decide how
much room you need in life to unfold.

Metropol ® Classic mixers
Whether you prefer lever, cross or Zero handle, Metropol Classic
provides a choice of three chrome or gold-finished mixers to cater
for all tastes. The products are all characterised by the same
timeless elegance.
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Bathroom mixers | Metropol ® Classic
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Comfort meets
classic design.
Design and comfort fuse
together in the Metropol
Classic fittings and Raindance
Classic shower heads,
creating an aesthetic whole.
The Raindance Classic fixed
shower head with rainwater
setting and the Raindance
Classic hand shower with
three different spray settings
elevate the shower experience
to a whole new level. The
coordinating wall or deckmounted Metropol Classic
mixers enable perfect control
of the water flow.

Bathroom mixers | Metropol ® Classic

Flowing elegance.
The impressive design of Metropol Classic means special moments can also be
enjoyed with complete relaxation in the shower and bath.

Relaxation meets
expressive style.
The floor-mounted Metropol
Classic mixer with its
sophisticated golden details
gives an exclusive air to any
free-standing bathtub, creating
a stylish statement for your
interior. The 4-hole bathmounted fittings available with
three different mixer handles
also blend harmoniously with
your bathroom ambiance.
Whichever bath fittings you opt
for, you can look forward to
enjoying wonderfully relaxing
soaks in the tub.
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®

Metropol Classic
Basin/ bidet

Metropol ® Classic 110
Single lever basin mixer
# 31300, -000, -090
# 31301, -000, -090
without waste

Metropol ® Classic 160
Single lever basin mixer
# 31302, -000, -090

Metropol Classic 260
Single lever basin mixer
# 31303, -000, -090

®

Metropol ® Classic 110
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31330, -000, -090
with Zero handle (not shown)
# 31304, -000, -090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31306, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic 160
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31331, -000, -090
with Zero handle (not shown)
# 31305, -000, -090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31307, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Bidet mixer
# 31320, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
freestanding
# 31445, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
exposed fitting
# 31340, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
concealed installation
# 31345, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Bath spout
# 13425, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
3-hole bath mixer
with lever handle
# 31441, -000, -090
with Zero handle (not shown)
# 31315, -000, -090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31449, -000, -090

Bath
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Shower

Raindance Classic 100 /
®
Unica S Puro Set
# 27843, -000, -090 65 cm
# 27841, -000, -090 90 cm

®

Raindance® Classic 240
1jet Overhead shower
# 27424, -000, -090 with shower arm
# 27405, -000, -090
with ceiling connection (not shown)

Metropol ® Classic
Single lever shower mixer
exposed fitting
# 31360, -000, -090

Metropol ® Classic
Single lever shower mixer
concealed installation
# 31365, -000, -090

Raindance® Classic 100
3jet Hand shower
# 28548, -000, -090

Handles
Whether you prefer lever, cross or Zero mixers, Metropol Classic provides a choice of three
chrome or gold-finished mixers to cater for all tastes. The products are all characterised by
the same timeless elegance.

Lever handle

Cross handle

Zero handle

The finish
The Metropol Classic design features perfect proportions and clean-easy surfaces. While
sophisticated golden details emphasise the luxurious tone, the plain chrome Metropol Classic
fittings lose nothing of their elegant charm.
The gold is applied using a PVD process for particularly robust, scratch-resistant results.

Chrome/gold-optic

Chrome

All products shown have gold/chrome (-090) finishes.
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The new heart of
the kitchen:
kitchen solutions by
hansgrohe.
Washing fruit, trimming vegetables, rinsing herbs or just
washing the plates: the sink is the hub of the kitchen.
It should appeal for the excellence of its design and
intuitive use. Which is why, for the first time, hansgrohe
has developed kitchen sinks and mixers that allow any
kitchen to be managed with complete and total ease.

Design and function
from a single mould.
The new kitchen sinks by hansgrohe are anything but
commonplace. For the first time in its history, the company
has worked with Phoenix Design on a sink series in a design
and with functions that have revolutionised the control
options in the kitchen. Exclusively processed stainless steel
forms the base for these high-quality sinks in a minimalist
design that blends perfectly with a modern kitchen
ambience. The rectangular basic shape provides clear
lines, and turns the ergonomically shaped control element
on the wider sink rim into an eye-catching design element.

The aesthetic design of the broad basin rim is unique. It allows the sink, control
element and spout to merge optically in a single unit, and provides an appropriate
setting for the mixer.

The water flow is easy to start and stop and the spout to
operate with the Select control button.
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Kitchen solutions | Sinks

The M7119-H200 2-hole mixer blends stylishly with the ambience, and facilitates a new level of user-friendly operation.

The material of these exclusive and very sturdy stainless
steel sinks is 1 mm thick. This ensures that the mixer is
securely positioned, and the sink can be integrated
either flush in the worktop or mounted under it.

You can also combine the new sinks with many other hansgrohe kitchen mixers,
and choose between an automatic and manual outflow.
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Express
your
individuality.
There‘s no question that a sink has to appeal
for its functionality and durability.
If it then also looks good and is based on
individual requirements, then there is nothing
stopping you from having the perfect kitchen.
You can create your dream kitchen with our
sink shapes in various sizes.

Built-in sink S711-F450
The compact sink with a new freedom of movement.
Dimensions: Sink 550 x 500 mm, basin 450 x 400 mm, depth 190 mm,
for built-in cabinet 600 mm.

Built-in sink S711-F660
The easy-to-use sink with the ultra-wide basin.
Dimensions: Sink: 760 x 500 mm, basin 660 x 400 mm and depth 190 mm,
for built-in cabinet 800 mm.
56

Kitchen solutions | Sinks

Built-in sink S711-F765
The sink with two basins for an even greater working radius.
Dimensions: Sink 865 x 500 mm, basin 370 x 400 mm, depth 190 mm,
for 900 mm built-in cabinet.

Built-in sink S715-F450
The functional sink with a drainer for additional space to work.
Dimensions: Sink including drainer 1045 x 510 mm, basin 450 x 410 mm and depth
190 mm, drainer 500 x 510 mm, for 600 mm built-in cabinet.
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Ease of use to tilt.
The new M7119-H200 kitchen mixer with the control element
at the front of the rim appeals for its sophisticated design. With
the innovative tilt lever, it quite literally meets you halfway when
working in the kitchen. It is so easy to adjust the water flow and
temperature from the sink rim just by tilting and turning it.

Easy to start and
stop the water flow.

Version 1:
Control element as the water and
temperature control on the sink rim
The combination of intuitive Select button
and the practical tilt lever on the sink rim
open up an entirely new way of working
at the sink.

Operating the mixer by means of the ergonomic handle on the front rim of the sink is so
easy: turn to regulate the water temperature, tilt to control the amount.

Furthermore, the water flow can be switched on and off as required by means of the
intuitive Select button on the practical pull-out spout. This saves water and increases
comfort, even beyond the sink.
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Kitchen solutions | Mixers

Control comfort at the touch
of a button.
The new M7120-H320 kitchen mixer with the Select button on
the sink rim appeals for its reduced design and the innovative
use of Select technology. The prominent button is perfect for
controlling the water flow directly and with ease.

Changeover button
for the spray types

Version 2:
Select button as the water and
outflow control on the sink rim.

The water flow starts and stops easily at the touch of a button.

The pull-out spout extends the range at the sink to 76 cm. Changing over between two
spray types is easy using the changeover button on the mixer.
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Make your kitchen
as you want it.
Whichever kitchen manufacturer you choose:
kitchen sinks by hansgrohe will fit in any standard base cabinet of 60 cm,
80 cm or 90 cm.

60 cm
80 cm
90 cm
Thanks to the various installation options, hansgrohe sinks can be fitted as your
like: flush in the worktop, top- or undermounted.

Flush-mounted installation

Surface-mounted installation

The maximum in worktop space: with flush-mounted installation,
the sink cleverly becomes an extension of the worktop.

Eye-catching sink: The surface-mounted installation options will make
the hansgrohe sink the highlight in any line of kitchen cabinets.
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Kitchen solutions | Sink combinations

Built-under installation
Whether marble, granite or wood: In the built-under option, the sink will
integrate elegantly in any worktop.
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Sinks
Thanks to the various installation and combination options offered by
hansgrohe sinks, you can create your kitchen to suit your preferences.
The new hansgrohe sinks not only offer design and quality, but they
are also so flexible that they can be combined with any mixer of your
choice.

Undermount sinks
No matter how much space there is in your kitchen for the sink,
you‘ll find the right design here.

500

706
450

400

450

S719-U450
Undermount sink 450
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 600 mm
# 43426, -800
Manual waste set
# 43920, -000
Automatic waste set
# 43930, -000

S719-U655
Undermount sink 180/450
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 800 mm
# 43429, -800
Manual waste set
# 43924, -000
Automatic waste set
# 43934, -000

815

710

370

400

370

450

400

660

S719-U660
Undermount sink 660
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 800 mm
# 43428, -800
Manual waste set
# 43921, -000
Automatic waste set
# 43931, -000

S719-U765
Undermount sink 370 / 370
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 900 mm
# 43430, -800
Manual waste set
# 43922, -000
Automatic waste set
# 43932, -000
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450

400

180

450

450

760

500

400

660

S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 800 mm
# 43302, -800 with one tap hole
# 43308, -800 with two tap holes
Required parts:
# 43921, -000 manual waste set
# 43931, -000 automatic waste set

Built-in sinks
Your choice of sink should be based on how you want to plan
your kitchen. One thing is certain: you‘ll find the right one here.

550

755
450

400

500

S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 600 mm
# 43301, -800 with one tap hole
# 43305, -800 with two tap holes
Required parts:
# 43920, -000 manual waste set
# 43930, -000 automatic waste set

S711-F655
Built-in sink 450 / 180
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 800 mm
# 43309, -800 with one tap hole
# 43310, -800 with two tap holes
Required parts:
# 43924, -000 manual waste set
# 43934, -000 automatic waste set

1045

865
450

370

400

410

370

510

500

S715-F450
Built-in sink with drainer
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 600 mm
# 43306, -800 with one tap hole
Required parts:
# 43920, -000 manual waste set

S711-F765
Built-in sink 370 / 370
depth 190 mm, for built-in cabinet 900 mm
# 43303, -800 with one tap hole
Required parts:
# 43922, -000 manual waste set
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500

400

180

500

450

Kitchen mixers
Select kitchen mixers
The Metris Select mixers will make your activities at the sink even more
effective. The Select button and the ComfortZone provide excellent
comfort and greater freedom of movement in your daily activities.
236

430
320

M7120-H320
2-hole single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray and 2 spray types
# 73806, -000, -800

47
18

56

47

M7119-H200
2-hole single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout,
swivel range 150°
# 73804, -000, -800

210

320

213

257
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Metris® Select 320
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 14883, -000, -800
365

Metris® Select 320
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout,
swivel range 150°
# 14884, -000, -800
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Talis® Select
The Talis Select mixers perfectly complement the new hansgrohe sinks. The
Select button and ComfortZone of around 300 mm make your activities much
easier, and at the same time provide more space.

220
Talis ® Select S 300
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout,
swivel range 150°
# 72821, -000, -800

Talis ® Select S 300
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 72820, -000, -800
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Metris ®
The Metris mixers have the greatest ComfortZone at about 320 mm,
for an excellent level of comfort while you are working.

219

Metris® 320
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 14821, -000, -800
356

Metris® 320
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray, two spray
types, swivel spout 110°/150°
# 14820, -000, -800
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315
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Talis ® S
The Talis S mixers appeal for their harmoniously rounded spout which, together
with the slender pin handle, makes them genuine style icons.
213

203
Talis ® S 260
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 72810, -000, -800
# 72812, -000 for open water heaters

400

Talis S 200
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray, two spray types,
swivel spout 110°/150°
# 72813, -000, -800

185
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400
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Focus ®
The timeless, clear design language of the Focus mixers ensures they blend harmoniously
with a modern kitchen ambience. The swivel spout enhances the comfort when working.

222

Focus ® 280
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 31817, -000

230

305

Focus ® 240
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray, two spray types,
swivel spout 150°
# 31815, -000

277

411

220

Logis®
The generous handle and the finely curved surfaces with clear edges lend the Logis mixers
a soft yet precise exterior.

Logis ® 260
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout
110°/150°/ 360°
# 71835, -000

220
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234

255

332

145
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Logis ® 160
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout 360°
# 71832, -000
# 71833, -000 for installation in front of a window (not shown)
# 71834, -000 with shut-off valve (not shown)
# 71839, -000 CoolStart Eco (not shown)

Experience our products
with ease – online.
hansgrohe Showroom app.
The hansgrohe Showroom app lets you experience our showers,
bathroom fittings and other products interactively. For instance, with
the amazing photo function. The product you want is then centred
in the actual camera image while you are taking the shot – and you
have your virtual installation.
Special features:
• Photo function to visualise what the product will look like when it
is in your bathroom
• Videos on technologies and spray types
• List of your favourite hansgrohe products
• Find your nearest showroom
hansgrohe@home app
The hansgrohe@home App is the smart solution to see what the new
bathroom fitting or shower solution will look like in your own home.
Simply take a photo of your current bathroom, highlight the taps or
shower head with your finger and replace with a hansgrohe product.
The integrated distributor search tool will also tell you where you can
find your nearest stockist.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/showroom-app

www.hansgrohe-int.com/home-app
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome
http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.hansgrohe.HansgroheAtHome
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Technologies

One touch regulates the
waterflow: The shower or
spray type can be switched
on and off or changed with
ease.

Reduces the flow rate to
save water and energy.
For long-lasting pleasure.

Combines water with
a generous amount of air.
For a soft, splash-free water
spray and rich, full shower
drops.

Distributes the water over the
large spray face. Envelops
the whole body in drops of
well-being.

Defines the usable area
between washstand and
mixer. Something to suit
every customer.

When turning the mixer on,
cold water flows in the basic
setting. Hot water only comes
through when you need it.

Limescale deposits are
simply wiped away by
rubbing a finger over the
flexible silicone jets.

Simply scan the code and
watch the technology clips.

Spray types
Rain
Air XL

Gentle air-enriched rainfall.

Tremendous showering
pleasure over a larger area.

Perfect for rinsing shampoo
out of your hair.

Tremendous showering
pleasure over a larger
area.

Massage

A soft water spray that
caresses the body for
that feel-good sensation.

Intense water spray, perfect
for rinsing out shampoo.

Dynamic, revitalising
massage spray.

A strong massage spray
that invigorates and
soothes aching muscles.

Whirl

Intensive shower
rain that refreshes
and rejuvenates.

A harmonious combination
of soft shower rain and
a dynamic spray.

Powerful flood jet for
generous coverage.

Generous flow of
soft sprays.

Mono

Concentrated targeted
massage spray.

Targeted, soothing
relaxation spray.

Simply scan the code and experience
all the spray types in a video.

Finishes
The addition of the finish gives the order number (#) eight digits 28500, -000.
000 Chrome | 400 White/Chrome | 600 Black/Chrome | 800 Steel optic
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